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3M Launches Fiber Dome Integrated Terminal/Closure
for FTTx
The new 3M fiber dome terminal/closure FDT08, which accommodates up to eight subscriber drops, is compact
enough to be placed in small existing pedestals used for copper plant in overlay FTTP networks. It is a member
of the full 3M family of innovative products for fiber optic OSP deployment. 3M is introducing this new product at
the FTTH (fiber-to-the-home) Conference & Expo this week in Las Vegas.

Older technologies, while suitable for one-time, closure-type installations, are not suitable for FTTP fiber
terminals because of the extensive installation time required and the inability to re-enter cable without
disturbing the existing cable in a closure.

This 3M fiber dome terminal/closure has a restrictive access panel used to separate the access of different
levels of craft from the splicing and drop termination areas. This feature enhances the cable plant reliability and
protects the fiber optic splices from the elements, while providing fast and easy, no-cost re-entry. The built-in
cable and drop-entry termination system permits re-entry into the terminal/closure without breaking the cable
or drop seals.

The 3M-patented ECAM port design allows true plug-and-play capability which can reduce installation and labor
costs because the cable and drop preparation and installation are completed outside of the terminal/closure
body. Universal drop entry ports, which permit the usage of external and internal, ruggedized or nonruggedized,
preterminated or field-terminated, spliced pigtail or spliced direct-drop cable terminations are part of the
terminal/closure.

3M Telecommunications

3M telecommunications products, technologies and services allow the world's service providers to offer high
bandwidth connectivity from the central office into the customer premises with complete network solutions. The
company's focus consists of technologies and services in telecom access and enterprise networks.

About 3M - A Global, Diversified Technology Company

Every day, 3M people find new ways to make amazing things happen. Wherever they are, whatever they do, the
company's customers know they can rely on 3M to help make their lives better. 3M's brands include Scotch,
Post-it, Scotchgard, Thinsulate, Scotch-Brite, Filtrete, Command and Vikuiti. Serving customers in more than
200 countries around the world, the company's 67,000 people use their expertise, technologies and global
strength to lead in major markets including consumer and office; display and graphics; electronics and
telecommunications; safety, security and protection services; health care; industrial and transportation. For
more information, including the latest product and technology news, visit www.3M.com.
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